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QUESTION 1

A company has recently acquired Guardium software entitlement to help meet their upcoming PCI-DSS audit
requirements. The company is entitled to Standard Guardium DAM offering. 

Which of the following features can the Guardium administrator use with the current entitlement? (Select two.) 

A. Run Vulnerability Assessment reports 

B. Generate audit reports using PCI-DSS Accelerator 

C. Block and quarantine an unauthorized database connection 

D. Mask sensitive PCI-DSS information from web application interface 

E. Log and alert all database activities that access PCI-DSS Sensitive Objects. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

The guard_tap.ini of a UNIX S-TAP is configured with the following parameters: The collector that this S-TAP is sending
data to has become unavailable and there is no failover option configured. A Guardium administrator must communicate
the impact of this outage to users of the monitored database. 

What should the administrator advise is the expected behavior for a database session? 

A. The session will not experience any latency or termination. 

B. No SQL can be executed and after 10 seconds the session will be terminated. 

C. in the first 10 seconds of the session SQL can be executed, then the session is terminated. 

D. in the first 10 seconds of the session no SQL can be executed, then the session will work as normal. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

AGuardium administrator is using the Classification, Entitlement and Vulnerability assessment features of the product.
Which of the following are correct with regards to these features? (Select two.) 

A. Vulnerability Assessment reports are populated to the Guardium appliance via S-TAP. 
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B. Classification for databases and files use the same mechanisms and patterns to search for sensitive data. 

C. Entitlement reports are predefined database privilege reports and are populated to the Guardium appliance via S-
TAP. 

D. Vulnerability Assessment identifies and helps correct security vulnerabilities and threats in the database
infrastructures. 

E. The classification feature discovers sensitive assets including credit card numbers or national card numbers from
various data sources. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 4

A Guardium administrator needs to monitor an Oracle database on a production database server. 

Which component does the administrator need to install on this database server that will monitor the traffic? 

A. S-TAP 

B. Guardium Collector 

C. Guardium Installation Manager (GIM) 

D. Configuration Auditing System (CAS) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator previously had an issue with a Guardium system. This was resolved with the assistance from the IBM
Guardium support team, who provided the shell script, a CLI command and the encrypted key to execute the uploaded
shell script. 

Which CLI command should the administrator use to review the commands that were previously run? 

A. fjieserver 

B. support execute showlog 

C. show log external state 

D. support must_gather system_db_info 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A Guardium administrator installed an S-TAP but is not seeing any data in reports on the collector. The administrator
discovered that an Inspection Engine is not configured for that S-TAP. 
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What is an Inspection Engine? 

A. A piece of software residing on the Collectors. 

B. Another software to be installed on the Database server. 

C. The same thing as the policy and it runs on the S-TAP to inspect the traffic in real-time. 

D. A set of parameters needed for the S-TAP to define how to monitor traffic for a particular database instance on a
server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A Guardium administrator manages an environment containing four standalone Collectors. The administrator has been
asked to provide a weekly report showing all Data Manipulation Language (DML) SQL statements performed by all
database administrators on all databases. The administrator does not want to run the report on each Collector. 

What should the administrator do to simplify this task and run the report in only one place every week? 

A. Replace the 4 Collectors with one Aggregator. 

B. Create an Enterprise Report on one Collector combining the data. 

C. Add a Guardium Aggregator to the environment. Create and run the report on the Aggregator. 

D. install a Configuration Auditing System (CAS) on each Database Server. Configure the CAS Client to send data to a
Collector. Create and run the report on the Collector. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

During a Guardium deployment planning meeting, the team decides to deploy all S-TAP agents on all Unix/ Linux
database systems. A Unix/Linux system administrator team manager asks a Guardium administrator if there are any
differences between Guardium S- TAPs for AIX and Linux systems that the team should be aware of. 

What should be the Guardium administrator\\'s response? 

A. A-TAP is required on all AIX DB Servers. 

B. aserver reboot is required to capture shared memory traffic from all databases on AIX. 

C. K-TAP is required on the AIX DB servers. The exact uname -a output is required to determine the correct K-TAP
module for the server. 

D. K-TAP is required on the Linux DB servers. The exact uname -a output is required to determine the correct K-TAP
module for the server. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

AGuardium administrator has rebuilt an appliance, and wants nowto restore a backup image of the entire database,
audit data, and all definitions from Data backup.Which CLI command should the administrator use to accomplish this? 

A. restore config 

B. restore system 

C. restore pre-patch-backup 

D. restore certificate sniffer backup 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

The Quick Search window does not show up on the GUI of a standalone Collector What technical feature should the
Guardium administrator check first? 

A. That the Collector has at least 24 GB. 

B. That the Collector has at least 32 GB. 

C. That the Collector has at least 64 GB. 

D. Check the contract and verify whether that feature was purchased. 

Correct Answer: A 
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